
Dear Council and Chapter Leaders, 
 
It has been two years since we sent assigned and unassigned zip codes to all councils and chapters for 
verification. If you are receiving this, you are either President of a State Council or President of an 
independent chapter. We encourage you to collaborate with other chapter leaders in your state to share 
the work.  
 
This project is important because having properly assigned zip codes is critical for chapter 
membership recruiting. Existing MOAA members, and anyone who moves into or becomes a MOAA 
national member in any given chapter’s assigned zip code area will be reported to the chapter leadership 
to help target new chapter members. 
 
Attached is an Excel Workbook with two worksheets that pertain to your state and are pretty 
straightforward: 
 

1. Zip Codes - A list of zip codes in your state sorted by chapter code and then zip code currently 
assigned to the council or chapters according to our database. If there are shared zip codes with 
bordering states, those zips codes are listed as well. Again, this list can be sorted any way you wish, i.e. 
by City. Just be sure to highlight the entire spreadsheet before sorting. 
 

a. In reviewing them if you find that assigned zip codes should be changed to another chapter or the 
council, please add the correct four-character Chapter Code (Alias) or Council Code (Alias) in the 
column marked “Changes.” 
b. If you come across a zip code that might be invalid or belong to a commercial establishment, enter 
“Delete” in the “Changes” column. 
c. Once changes have been made, save the Excel file to your desktop or to a folder on your C drive and 
then send the saved file as an attachment to chapters@moaa.org 
 

2. Chapter Codes - A reference list of chapters in your state showing the Chapter Code (Alias) and 
Chapter Name. 
 
We appreciate you taking the time to assist us with this reconciliation and providing us with accurate zip 
code assignments. It would be impossible for us to do this without your help. 
 
If you need assistance with these files, please call Amy Wood at 1-800-234-6622, Ext. 168, or Carol 
Robertson at Ext. 118 and one of us will be happy to help you in any way possible. Thank you! 
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